
Hear what you have been
missing at Sena.com

Bluetooth 4.0

1080p Full HD Camera

Four-way Intercom

1 mile (1.6km) Intercom Range

Advanced Noise Control™

 Smart Audio Mix™

Smartphone App

Motorcycle Bluetooth® Camera &
Communication System

The untwisted 

throttle awaits your 

command to unleash 

revolutions of thick 

black rubber onto the 

road. Ready to ride? 

The Sena 10C is ready 

to make the memory 

with Bluetooth 4.0 

communication, 

HD camera, and 

multi-source audio 

recording and mixing.



Sena.com

The world’s first helmet 
communication system and  
HD camera combo

Bluetooth 4.0 
This latest version of Bluetooth technology 
delivers fewer reception drops and a more 
intuitive and reliable wireless experience.

Unibody Design for  
Headset and Camera
The Sena 10C features an exclusive and first 
of its kind unibody design incorporating the 
Bluetooth headset and HD camera into one 
unit. The unibody design enables users to 
simply and easily install the system without 
losing any of the key functions or features.

Video Tagging
Video Tagging allows you to keep only events 
worth saving while continuously recording to 
ensure you don’t miss a thing. While in loop 
recording mode, a single tap of the camera 
button will save 60 seconds of past, present 
and future footage to give you three one-
minute clips that captures the event and the 
context in which it happened. 
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Never before has a cutting-edge Bluetooth helmet 
communication system and HD camera been available in 
a single powerful device. The Sena 10C is the first of its 
kind — built to handle with ease the rigorous demands 
of outdoor sports, motorsports and first responders.

The water-resistant unibody design houses cutting-
edge Bluetooth 4.0 technology that enables a smooth 
transition between incoming and outgoing audio.  
The HD camera, meanwhile, gives you the choice of full 
1080p:30fps video, single shot, burst and time lapse 
modes. And full integration means you can record your 
voice in real time over the video you’re shooting or 
enjoy a four-way conversation with your riding buddies 
within 1 mile thanks to Universal Intercom™ and Group 
Intercom technology. 

Four-way Intercom Conversation
One of the most technologically advanced 
features Sena Bluetooth offers its users is 
a bike-to-bike multi-way intercom system 
with HD quality voice, allowing for up to four 
companions. With a range up to 1 mile, the 
system is the most reliable and versatile 
intercom motorcycle system.

One-touch Operation for 
Recording
With versatile video modes and multi-
functioning photo modes, the Sena 10C can 
operate in multiple ways. One, easy to use 
feature, is the single camera button which,  
at a touch, records video or takes photos.

Smart Audio Mix™
With the use of Bluetooth headsets, the Sena 
10C allows riders to add their voice to the 
video while also mixing in audio from an MP3 
player, FM radio, or their riding companions 
over the intercom. The best part? It can all be 
done live, on the fly…eliminating the need to 
add in different audio sources during post-ride 
video editing.


